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©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. June 7, 2020 I really liked these headphones. Most of the ones I've bought in the past have been bulky and heavy. These are very
comfortable and do not make yourself feel that your head is weighed. I also like the sound quality, which is pretty good. I like the fact that you can charge them and last for hours for your listening pleasure. I'm also glad it came with a cable in case whatever device I use is not Bluetooth capable. I would
definitely recommend these headphones for anyone who can not afford expensive ones, but looking for something with good quality. Even my husband liked it, and he is very picky while listening to his music. Useful? May 13, 2020 This was exactly what we needed for my daughter! These ONN. BT ON-
EAR BK heads phones perfectly to work with her Leapfrog LeapStart readers, now she can have headphones and read along while we watch something. We wanted to get some for her, so it worked out great! They are very comfortable and adjustable to fit from my 6 years to adult size. We haven't used it
yet for wireless, bluetooth options, but are excited to try all those out. We mainly plan to use the plugged in, but nice to have these options. * I've been assuming a free product from Walmart Sparkreviewer, but all opinions are my own. Useful? May 15, 2020 These are really good head phones, I like them
because they can either be wireless or you can use them with wire. Now I can listen to my music or my tablet in peace without hearing why your volume is so high. All the sound comes through very clear to them. Useful? May 15, 2020Light on earphones that are wireless. The sound is very full with a good
phase from all directions. Long battery life. Soft ear coverings. I like that they fit in my ear, but don't bother with my earrings. I can also do exercises (taekwondo and HIIT style) without slipping at all. They are very comfortable to wear for an extended period of time. Side controls are super simple and easy
to pair with Bluetooth. It looks like good quality, which should last a long time. Useful? May 16, 2020 After receiving Onn. Wireless headphones for eard headphones the first thing I noticed was how easy they were compared to another set of headphones for the wireless ear I bought offline by another
manufacturer. I was delighted when putting them on, how they felt much better. I must also add that the ear cups rotate much better compared to my old set and the pillows on the ear cups are very soft. The overall design is very elegant and simple... I like it a lot and much prefer to headphones to the ears
as I have a difficult time trying to use headphones. When switched on, it is immediately paired with my ... no lag compared to my other set I used. Used. have fantastic sound quality, whether listening to music or TV. Making and receiving phone calls while wearing these is wonderful as I don't miss the call
if I have them on... just press the middle button on the right side of the ear cup and answer the call ... press the middle button and hold to hang up. Very nice microphone too... everyone has heard me very clearly and vice versa. I recommend these highly ... great price and great sound. Useful? May 15,
2020My husband loves these headphones. He says they are so comfortable on the head and ears. He says they work great for audio and video on his tablet, and phone, computer. He tried to use them for meetings and voice calls. Unfortunately, they didn't work on it. He wishes they had done it because
he says they are the most comfortable headphones on his big head. He said it would be great for children or adults who want to listen to music or watch videos. They are also adjustable for all heads. They may fit my two year old head so we don't need to hear her anyoning pink fong music. Useful? On
May 14, 2020, I enjoyed using this wireless headset. It was very easy to pair with my Bluetooth. They are comfortable especially around the ears. Most headphones cover my ears and are shaky on my head. These headphones fit comfortably and can be adjusted. The inner fabric in my ear piece was
comfortable and it didn't make my face sweat. Usually headphones iver ears have thick vinyl on ear pieces; which makes me sweat while jogging or just walking. What I found new to me was that it put the first letter in the inner part of the ear pieces. This really helped me because it is easier for me to
place buttons on the right. I really enjoyed the sound of music and calls. The sound was clear and sharp. The volume and skip buttons are the same. I found it easy to click on the inside of the volume change button. Then press and hold the song for 3 to 5 seconds using the same button to skip the song.
They provide a USB and analog cable with headphones. The headphones are made of durable plastic and can fold. My only wish is to add fabrics at the top of the headphones, and if they had different colors to choose from. I would recommend them to other people. Useful? May 15, 2020 I love my
wireless headphones. I can walk with them without wires! The headphones were very easy to pair with my phone. No problems. I can add my Echo Dot to it and listen to music from Amazon or Pandora. With a full charge, you can use the headset for 14 hours! The wireless range is 33 feet, it also has a
built-in microphone. The headphones came with a 3.5mm Aux cable 3.9ft, a Micro USB charging cable 1.6ft long. The instructions were very easy to read and understand. The headphones are lightweight and foldable for easy storage when needed. The basic sound is pretty good, but no option to
increase the base or cut. Can I reply phone when it is playing music too. The headphones are padded and very comfortable. Customer service is available 7 days a week to help. Useful? Fantastic headphones great sound quality five out of five in terms of headphone quality. If you have a problem where
that headphones hurt inside your ear switch to these totally worth the money. Four stars out of five just because you can't get really far from the phone it says I don't think soPúfne? February 12, 2020Onn Wireless On-ear Headphones GrooveLike an old school audiophile, I was excited to give Onn
Wireless On-Ear Headphones Groove (Model #AAABLK100002890) a try. I use my tablet with other Bluetooth speakers all the time so these looked like a good fit. Groove would give me more freedom to move around in my house, on my property, as I worked, cooked, or just wanted to rock out and not
bother my wife... Advantages: Good list of content (in the box) and what features headphones offered. All of the specified content was in the field. The Quick Start Guide is easy to understand and exact (English only). Bluetooth connection (discovery) easy and fast. Sound quality good, which I expected
decent bass, no distortion at maximum volume (tablet or iPhone). Sound quality improved when using a solid wire, and they handle higher volumes without distortion. The phone call link worked well, I heard the call ed fine and they could hear me speak well at a normal level (the mic worked great). The
earbuds of the speaker are comfortable. The headset is light and easy to set up. Although mostly made of plastic, the quality is decent. Cons: (in all fairness I'm a big guy) After putting them on immediately I noticed a pressure point at the top of my head. I needed to set the ear speakers all the way out to
fit my fairly large head. Even after mixing the band around the pressure point, it does not disappear. It actually became annoying after 20 minutes of use. I asked my wife to wear them for 20 minutes (she has a small head) and she felt they were very comfortable or could wear them all day. The function
buttons on the side of the right speaker are small and difficult for me to use (I have big hands and fingers). There is no product warranty list in the quick start guide or box. Overall, these headphones work well, and I will continue to use them. My only suggestion is to try it at first, (if you can) before buying.
Useful? ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc.
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